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Abstract 
Lam and Lehoczky (1991) have recently given a number of extensions of classical renewal 
theorems to superpositions of p independent renewal processes. In this article we want to 
advertise an approach that more explicitly uses a Markov renewal theoretic framework and 
thus leads to a simplified derivation of their main results together with a number of new ones. 
Those include a Stone-type decomposition for the resulting Markov renewal measure and 
a number of convergence rate results which extend the corresponding results for single renewal 
processes. 
Keywords: Superpositions; Markov renewal equation; Markov renewal theorem; Stone-type 
decomposition; Convergence rates; Coupling 
1. Introduction 
Let (S.). ~> 1 be the superposition of p ~> 2 mutually independent renewal processes 
(,~(k), - ,  ), >~ 1, 1 ~< k ~< p, with respective nonnegative i.i.d, increments X(mk),X(3 k) . . . .  and 
delay X (k) = S~ k) which is independent of the latter variables and is also nonnegative. 
The increments of (S,),~>1 are denoted by Xt  =S1,X2  . . . . .  Each (S(k)),~> 1 is 
supposed to have positive, possibly infinite drift irk aef EX(mk), and we put ,~k = #k- 1 
( ~f 0, if Pk = ~),  which is called the renewal intensity of (S.(k)),/> 1. 
Let N (k) (A) denote its number of renewals in A, i.e. 
NIk)(A) = ~ IIS:~A;, 
n>~l  
so that u(kI(A)= EN(k)(A) gives the corresponding renewal measure. As for the 
respective quantities of (S.). ~> 1 we immediately infer 
P P 
N(A)  = ~ l(s.~A} = ~ N(k)(A) and U(A)= EN(A)= ~ U(k)(A), 
n~>l  k=l  k=l  
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so that asymptotic properties of U are directly read off from those of the U ~k). For 
instance, if each (S,~k)). ~o is nonarithmetic, then Blackwell's renewal theorem implies 
lim U(t + I) = (21 + ... + 2p) go(I) 
t~oo 
for every bounded interval I, where f0 denotes Lebesgue measure on R. We hence call 
2 dee 21 + "'" + 2p the renewal intensity of (S.). ~ 1. If additionally ak 2 = Var X] k) is 
finite for each k, then further 
U(t) de=fU([O,t])=2t+-~ 2~a~+~+o(1)  (t--* oo) 
k=l 
follows from a corresponding well-known result for each U (k). 
In applications of standard renewal theory it is often the key renewal theorem 
rather than Blackwell's result that facilitates the computation of the limit of an 
interesting quantity after having identified the latter as being of the form g * U(t) for 
some directly Riemann-integrable function g. Unfortunately, an extension of that key 
renewal theorem to superpositions of renewal processes i technically quite cumber- 
some and has been dealt with by Lam and Lehoczky (1991) who use it to determine 
the asymptotic behavior of the solution of a certain generalization of the renewal 
equation they call S-renewal equation. Using their result they give the limits of some 
relevant quantities like, for example, the asymptotic distribution of the total life 
L(t)=~,>~lX.+ll~s.<,t<s.+ll, as t--* ~.  In this article we want to advertise an 
approach which more explicitly than the afore-mentioned work deals with (S.), ~> 1 in 
the framework of Markov renewal theory which appears to be most natural here. This 
will show, for instance, that the S-renewal equation is just a Markov renewal equation 
in the given setup, whereby a description of its solutions within the class of locally 
bounded functions is greatly simplified, see Theorem 1. We will further show that the 
key renewal theorem for superpositions holds true with fewer assumptions than those 
given by Lam and Lehoczky and provide a less technical proof. For the case where all 
X] k) are spread out we present a Stone-type decomposition of the resulting Markov 
renewal measure in Theorem 4 and a number of convergence rate results in 
Theorem 6. All those results are stated in Section 3 after some preliminaries in the 
next section. The proofs are in Section 4. 
For applications of the results to certain queueing models consult Lam and 
Lehoczky (1991) or Sigman (1990). We also refer to the former article for a more 
thorough account of the earlier literature. 
2. Preliminaries 
Denote by (X  (1) . . . .  ,g  (p)) a generic copy of the (X~, 1~ . . . . .  X(.P)), n/> 2, which is 
independent ofall other occurring variables. For each 1 ~< k ~< p, put Mk = inf{t >~ 0: 
^1 P(X (k) > t) = 0}. Let further/~t = (B(t) . . . .  ,/~P)) be the current age vector at t asso- 
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°(~) v(~')~ This means that ciated with (o . . . . . . .  . ,. >_. 1. 
/~(k) = (/~) + t) I~S~,>,I + (t -- S,,(,)- 1) l(s'o" ~tl (2.1) 
for all t1>0 and l~<k~<p, where vk(t)=inf{nt>l:  s(.k)>t}, and that, given 
/~o=(Xl . . . . .  xp), the conditional delay distribution of (Sp) . . . .  ,SI ~)) equals 
P O °) where ®j=l  ~x j  , 
Q(j) def~P(X(J) E'), if x = 0, 
=(P(X  ° ) -x~' [X  (~)>x),  i f0<x<Mj .  (2.2) 
Provided all X (k) are nonarithmetic, it is well-known that (/~)~ ~ o forms a continuous- 
time right-continuous Markov jump process with stationary distribution 
¢1 ® "'" ® ~p, where 
~j([O, t])  = 2j P(X °~ > x)dx. (2.3) 
We are particularly interested in the imbedded sequence/~s.=,t/~(1)s., . . . ,  /~(P)~s., at the 
• ~(I) R(p)~ - -=  jump epochs S,, henceforth denoted by B, = ~t~ . . . . . . .  . ,. For  n 0, put B0 =/~o. 
Under the assumptions pecified so far it is possible that multiple renewals occur 
with positive probability, whether from different channels (S° )= S (f) for some 
m, neN and l <~j ~ k <~ p) or within a single one (S~ k)=~,.+l~(k) fo rsomen~>land 
1 ~< k ~< p). As a consequence, the sequence (B,), >~ oof current age vectors at the jump 
epochs, which will be of essential importance for our subsequent Markov renewal 
analysis, need not be a Markov chain as one can easily see, but must rather be 
replaced (for our purposes) by an enlarged Markovian sequence (B,, I ,).  ~> owhich also 
keeps track of the zero transitions of (S.),> o. Interested readers are referred to 
Alsmeyer (1995) for details. However, for this being a purely technical complication 
that does not affect our results below it is from now on always assumed for ease of 
presentation that all X (k) as well as all X(~ k) are continuous (instead of merely nonarith- 
tactic). This obviously excludes (almost surely) multiple renewals and ensures that 
(B,), ~> o forms a Markov chain. 
Let 
So = Xo = - mini <, k <~ pB(o k) (2.4) 
(the last renewal in ( -  Go, 0]). We do not specify the transition kernel of (B.), ~ o 
because it will be of no relevance for our subsequent analysis. The state space (S, St) of 
the chain can be chosen as ([0, ~)P,~P+ ) with a suitably defined transition kernel on 
the set of transient states that do not naturally occur in the given situation. 
Define next 
~(k)= ~1® "'" ®¢k- l®ao@¢~+l@ "'" @~p, 
where ~, denotes the Dirac measure at a. Let ~k = 2k/2 for 1 ~< k ~< p and 
(2.5) 
p 
= ~ ~k~ (k). (2.6) 
k=l  
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By putting Pk=I~jv~k~l j and v=v~ + ... + vp, also O~k=Vk/V holds for each 
l<~k<~p. 
Recall that a random variable X as well as its distribution Q are called spread out if 
some convolution power Q't") of Q is nonsingular with respect o ~0. We then have 
Lemma 1. Given the previous notation and assumptions there exists a stationary 
distribution, 4, of (B.) .  >1 o. The chain is further Harris ergodic and thus convergent in 
total variation to ~ if all the X tkJ are spread out. 
Instead of proving this result we confine ourselves with an intuitive explanation. 
That ( is the stationary distribution of (B.). ~ o can be verified by direct computation. 
Notice that ~(S') = 1 where S' = yf= 1 S¢k) with S tk) ~f(0, oo) k- 1 × {0} × (0, ~)p-k  
X ~Jo for each 1 ~< k ~< p. The asserted Harris ergodicity follows by showing that any 
i-positive set C e 5 p is visited infinitely often which can rather easily be done by 
utilizing the independence of the components of/~t and a geometric trial argument. 
Next observe that (B., X.). ~> oforms another Markov chain that obviously satisfies 
P( (B .+x,X .+I )e  C IB . ,X . )  = P ( (B .+ I ,X .+~)e  C IB . )  = g~(B.,C) a.s. 
for all n/> 0 and some transition kernel P : S x (50 ® ~)  ~ [0, 1]. As a consequence, 
the X. are conditionally independent given (B,), ~ o and the conditional distribution 
of a particular X, does only depend on B,_ ~ and B.. It is in fact deterministic and of 
the form 
Q (B._ 1, B.,. ) = Ji, B.- B._, ],~, (2.7) 
where [lB. B,- l l l  ~fmaxl<j<p[ Rtj) uo)  - ~ ~. -,_,._ ~ [. These considerations show that 
(B., S,), t> o constitutes a Markov renewal process (MRP). 
We finally introduce the standard setup for the subsequent analysis and suppose 
that (B,, S,), ~> o is defined on a measurable space (t2, d )  which supports a family 
(Ps)~s of probability measures uch that 
Ps(Bo=s)=l  for a l l seS .  
For an arbitrary distribution ( on (S, 50) we then define Pc(C) = I P~(C) ((dx) so that 
P~(Bo e . ) = (. 
The expectation operators associated with Ps and P~ are denoted by Es and E¢, 
respectively. Finally, we simply write P for probabilities that do not depend at all on 
the initial distribution of Bo. 
3. Markov  renewal  theory 
We are now going to present he main renewal-theoretic results for (B., S.). ~> ~, the 
proofs of which can be found in Section 5. 
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The central object of Markov renewal theory in the present situation is given by the 
potential 
U~ def ~ P;((B.,S.)~'), (3.1) 
n~>l 
called Markov renewal measure associated with (B., S.). >1 o. It constitutes the canoni- 
cal counterpart of the ordinary renewal measure in standard renewal theory. Under 
appropriate assumptions, the fundamental Markov renewal theorem determines the 
asymptotic behavior of 
U;(Cx[t,t+a]), Ce5  e, ast - - *~ (3.1) 
(Blackwell-type version), and more generally of the functional 
g*U~(t)defE~( ~.>~a g(B, , t -S , ) ) ,  ast~ (3.2) 
for a suitable class of functions g (key renewal-type version). Although various 
versions of this result appear in Jacod (1971), Kesten (1974), Athreya et al. (1978), 
Athreya and Ney (1978), Shurenkov (1984, 1992) and most recently in Alsmeyer 
(1994), we will not take advantage of any of them because they are tailored to a far 
more general situation than the one given here which allows a simpler approach. 
Interest in the Markov renewal theorem stems from the fact that functionals of the 
form (3.2) turn out as solutions of the Markov renewal equation 
Z(s,t) -=- z(s,t) + E~Z(BI,t - Sx), (3.3) 
where z(s, t) is a given function that satisfies 
z(s,t)=O for a l l ( s , t )~S×( -~,0) ;  (C.1) 
K, ~f sup ]z(s,u)] < '~. (C.2) 
s~S,u~t 
Indeed, we can easily prove the following result which is a somewhat simplified 
formulation of Theorem 2.2 of Lain and Lehoczky (1991) in the Markov renewal 
setup. 
Theorem 1. Let z(s, t) be a function satisfying (C.1) and (C.2). Then the function 
Z(s , t )=z(s , t )+z*Us( t )=z(s , t )+Es(~,  l z (B" t -S" ) )  
also satisfies (C. 1) and (C.2) and forms the unique solution of(3.3) with these properties. 
For those s ~ S with So = 0 Ps-a.s. we obviously have z(s, t )=  E~(Bo, t -  So) in 
which case the solution of (3.3) takes the more familiar form Z(s,t)= z ,  U's(t), 
Us d------efEn >~ O Ps(B.e ",S.e "). 
Let z(t) = inf{n ~> l: S. > t}. By using the previous result, one can quite easily 
compute the equilibrium distributions of a number of well-known quantities in 
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renewal theory like the residual ifetime St(t) - t at t, the current age t -- S,(t)- 1 at t or 
the total life X~(t) at t. For details see Lam and Lehoczky (1991), Examples 3 and 4. 
Our next two theorems are the Blackwell-type and the key renewal-type version of 
the Markov renewal theorem for (B,, S,), ~> o in the continuous and also the stronger 
spread-out case. For any set D, let t + D be the set {t+d;deD} and OD the 
topological boundary of D. 
Theorem 2. Given the previous notation and assumptions, 
p 
lim Us(C x (t + D)) = 2~(C)fo(D) = ~' 2k~k)(C)fo(D) (3.4) 
t--* oo k=l  
for all s e S, C E 5 a and bounded D e ~ such that 
E~(~C) = 0 and Eo(OD) = 0. (3.5) 
I f  all the X ~k) are spread-out, then (3.4) holds true for all C 6 5 ¢ and bounded D e ~.  
In other words, Us(" x t + -) converges vaguely to 2(4 ® Eo) in the continuous case 
and even in total variation on each S x [0, T-I, T < ~,  if all X tkJ are spread out. See 
also Theorem 4 below for a Stone-type decomposition of Us in the latter case and 
Theorem 6 in the next section for related convergence rate results. 
For the following key renewal-type theorem we need some further notation. Let 
g(s, t) be any real-valued function on S × [0, ~), put s ~k ) ~f (s~, . . . ,  Sk- 1, Sk + 1 . . . .  , Sp) 
for a vector s = (sl . . . . .  sp) e R p and then 
gk(S (k), t) d___.ef g(S 1 . . . .  , Sk- 1, O, Sk . . . . .  Sp, t) l--[ P(x(j)  > s j) 
j#k  
(3.6) 
for every 1 ~< k ~< p and j >i 0. We refer the reader to Definition 3.1 of Lam and 
Lehoczky (1991) for a straightforward extension of the notion of direct Riemann 
integrability for functions defined on R m, m ~> 2. 
Theorem 3. Given the situation of Theorem 2, let g(s, t) be any function satisfying (C.1) 
and (C.2). Suppose further that 
gk(S tk), t) is directly Riemann integrable for each 1 <~ k <<. p. (C.3) 
Then for every s e S 
lim g* U,(t) = 2 ~ ~ g(s,t) Eo(dt) ¢(ds). (3.7) 
t~oo JS  ,)[0,oo) 
I f  all X ~k) are spread out, then (3.7) even holds true if instead of (C.3) the gk, g* are 
p--1 • assumed to be bounded and (o -mtegrable. 
Theorem 3 is just the ordinary key renewal theorem ifp = 1. Assumption (C.3) has 
also been given by Lam and Lehoczky (1991) in their corresponding result (Theorem 
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3.3), but together with an extra integrability assumption on g (see condition 5 there) 
which turns out to be extraneous when using our approach. 
In standard renewal theory, it is Stone's decomposition of a renewal measure that 
provides an appropriate tool for proving the well-known extensions of Blackwelrs 
and the key renewal theorem in the spread-out case. A counterpart of that decomposi- 
tion can also be given in the present situation, but it looks a little more complicated. 
Recall from Section 2 that /~t denotes the age vector at t associated with 
~, , • . . . .  , ,, ~> o. For any set C e .~P+, let C (k) = Cc~(0, oo) k- 1 × {0} × (0, ~)p-k and 
then let 
C (k~ = {(c~, ... ,Ck -~,Ck+~,  ... ,Cp): (C~ . . . . .  Ck -~,O,c~+~,  .. .  ,C~)~ C ~)} (3.8) 
be the projection of C (k) on the p - 1 nonzero components. The reader can easily 
check that C (~) is an element of ~P-~. 
Theorem 4. I f  all X (k) are further spread-out, there are a family (V~)~s of uniformly 
bounded measures on (S x ~,5~ ® ~ + ) and, for each 1 <~ k ~ p, a further family 
(k), of bounded continuous functions from ~ to [0, oo) such that u~(t) = 0 for t < O, t/r )r~>O 
(k) U~) Q(R), where Q(k~ is given in (2.2), lim . . . .  u(f)(s) 2k for all r ) 0 andfinally bl r ~ * 
P It C (k)) (k)l'~fo(dr) + V~(C × D) (3.9) 
k~l  , ) 
for all s = (Sl, . . . ,  Sp) ~ S, C e NP+ and D ~ ~. 
It is well-known, see e.g. Asmussen (1987, Section IV.3), that the renewal measure 
U t~) of the ordinary renewal process (S(,~)), ~> o equals 2~f~ iff the renewal intensity 2j 
is positive (or, equivalently,/~j < ~)  and the delay S~o ~) has distribution ~j in (2.3). 
Here {~- ~f (o( '  c~ [0, oo)). The corresponding equilibrium result for superpositions i  
Theorem 5. I f  all 2k are positive and 4" def ~1 ® "'" ® ~p, then U~. = 2(4 ® f~-), where 
is defined in (2.6). 
Theorem 5 perfectly furnishes the derivation of rate results for the convergence in
(3.4) by use of the coupling technique. Suppose that all X (k), 1 <~ k <<, p, are spread out. 
Then there exists an exact (dependent) coupling (~}k), ~}k))t >~ 0 of backward recurrence 
times, which means that 
(i) Under each P~, (/~}k), (?}k)), ~> o is bivariate Markov with initial distribution ( ® ~k 
and right continuous paths; 
(ii) (/~}k))t ~> o and (c}R)), ~> o have the same transition kernel; 
(iii) (/~}k))~ ~> ~k = (~}k)), ~> ~k for a P~-a.s. finite stopping time ~k (the coupling time). 
Note that this construction in general requires a re-definition of (/~}k))t ~> 0 on a pos- 
sibly enlarged probability space. Note further that the mutual independence of the 
p channels allows to do the coupling for each channel separately, so that 
(~}k), ~[k))t >~ O, 1 <~ k <~ p, are again mutually independent. For a single channel, the 
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technical details of the construction may be found in Lindvall's (1992, Sections 
III.1.5-III.1.7) recent monography together with a number of rate results in that 
setting (see (6.7) and (6.8) on pp. 85 and 86). Theorem 6 below gives an extension of 
those results to the present situation, but instead of another coupling proof we can 
take advantage of the single channel results in a fairly easy way; see the end of 
Section 4. Related convergence rate results in a general Markov renewal setup may be 
found in Silvestrov (1994) where also further references are given. 
Denote by I['ll the total variation norm and, for any distribution ( on [0, ~)P, 
#~(() = ~[o,~)(Z~:lx~,) ((dx) the sum of cah moments of the p marginals of (. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that all X (k), 1 <~ k ~ p, are spread out with finite moment of 
order o~. 
(a) For ct > 0, a > 0 and all initial distributions (, tl with #~(() < oo and #,(q) < oo 
11U~I~×~ .....j - -  U , l ,×  t ..... jH = o( t -~) ,  t---+ ~. (3.10) 
(b) For ~ > 1, a > 0 and every initial distribution ( with #,(~) < 
Pl ud×t  + ")~×,o°,- ;~(~ ® #o)~,~,0o, ll = o(t-( ' - l )) ,  t--+ oo. (3.11) 
(c) For a > 1 and all initial distributions (, ~1 with #~(() < oo and #,(q) < 
I IUd 'x t+) -  U . (x t+) l l - -  o(t -~' - ' ) ,  t-~ oo. (3.12) 
(d) For ~ > 2 and every initial distribution ( with #~_~(() < oo 
i i ud .x t+. ) _ t (¢®~; - ) l  I =o( t -~ 2)), t--+ oo. (3.13) 
(e) I f  ~ = 2, for every initial distribution ( with finite mean 
II u~ - ,t(¢ ® ~g)ll < oo. (3.14) 
4. P roo fs  
Keeping all previous notation and definitions, we begin with a basic identity for U,. 
Let lrr(k) : r .  ~, , r/> 0, denote the renewal measure of (st, k)), >1 1, given Bt0 k) 
Lemma 2. For all s ~ S, C ~ ~P+ and D ~ ~,  
k=,  (4.1) 
Proof. We have 
us(c x D) = O~(C x D) + O~(C x D), 
where 
p 
O~(CxD) ~f ~, ~ P~(Bs',*' E C~*',S~,*)~D) (4.2) 
k=l  n~>O 
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and O~(C x D)~fu~(cc~(S-  S')xD). The definition of S' has been given after 
Lemma 1 in Section 2. But U~ - 0 because S - S' consists of exactly those (c~ . . . . .  %) 
which have more than one zero-component among Cl . . . . .  c v or none at all. But such 
vectors cannot be attained (a.s. under each P~) by any B,, n t> 1. Finally, we obtain by 
using independence of/~k) and (s(k))n/> 1 for each k. 
P P fl cCk)) U~l(dr) 
k=ln~>l  k=l  • ) 
which proves (4.1). [] 
Before turning to the proofs of Theorems 1-5, note that standard renewal theory 
provides 
p 
U~([O, oo)P × I%1o × [O,t]) ~< ~ U~)([O,t]) ~< M(1 + t) (4.3) 
k=l  
for all s ~ S, t >~ 0 and some constant M E (0, Go). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let z(x, t) be any function satisfying (C.1) and (C.2) stated in 
Section 3. Then, by use of the Markov property, we immediately infer that 
Z(s, t) = z(s, t) + z • Us(t) forms a solution of the Markov renewal equation (3.3) and 
it trivially satisfies (C.1). By (4.3), 
sup [Z (s , t ) l<~( l+M( l÷t ) )  sup Iz(s,t)l 
s~S,t ~ T s~S,t <~ T 
so that also (C.2) holds true. Now suppose Z'(s,t) is any further solution having 
properties (C.1), (C.2) and consider D(s, t ) :  Z (s , t ) -  Z'(s,t) which clearly has the 
same properties. Then 
D(s,t) = E~D(BI,t - S1) . . . . .  E~D(B,,t - S,) for all n >~ 1 
yields upon iteration of (3.3) and thereby, as in the standard renewal case, D(s, t) = 0 
by an appeal to (C.2) and the dominated convergence theorem. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Put ~<k> = ~1 ® "" ® ~k-I ® ~k+a ® "'" ® ~,. If f~(0C) = 0 
(~{~-a(~C<k>) = 0 for each k) and fo(D) = 0, we obtain in (4.1) as t~ 
p 
Us(C × (t + D)) -~ ~ 2k~ k> (C <k>) {o(D) 
k=l  
by use of Blackwell's renewal theorem and weak convergence of/~{k> to ~(k) But the 
right expression above equals 2~(C){0(D) having observed ~<k>(c<k>) = (tk)(c~R)) = 
~(R~(c). The stronger assertion in the spread-out case follows again by classical 
renewal theory because then Blackwell's renewal theorem and the convergence of 
/~{k> to ~_<k> are known to hold in total variation. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let g be any function that satisfies (C. 1)-(C.3), w.l.o.g, g ~> 0. By 
(4.1), with 0~ as defined in (4.2), 
g • u~(t )  = g • O~(t), 
so that we must examine the right-hand convolution. We easily obtain 
g*O~(t) ~, f] ,~(k) r) U::)(dr) = E~gktn~ , t -- 
k=l  
= ~ f l  f " "  f gk(s(k>'t-r) (~ P~(B~J'~dsj)U:,)(dr). (4.4) 
k=l  j#k 
Next observe that, by a standard renewal argument, for any nonnegative function h 
E~h(B~ k)) = h(Sk + r)P~(S~) > r) + ~ E~h(r - S~ k)) l(x~*+,, >,-s~*,/ 
n>~ l 
fO (k)(dx '= h(Sk + r)P~(S~ k)> r) + h(r - x)P(X (k) > r - x) U~, . ) (4.5) 
where/~k) = /~t0k) + r = Sk + r P~-a.s. on {S~ k) > r} is to be mentioned. Consequently 
we obtain in (4.4) 
Iifo ;o g*O~(t) . . . .  gk ( r - -x l , . . . , r - -xk - l , r - -xk+~, . . . , r - -xp , t - - r )  k=l  
x U~)(dxl) (k-1)(dXk_l) rr(k+l)lA~ ... U .... ,~**, ,u, , ,+,) . . .  U~P)(dxp)U~)(dr). 
(4.6) 
Now use condition (C.3) on the gk and apply the ordinary key renewal theorem p times 
to obtain the right-hand side of (3.7) by letting t ~ oo. If all the X (k) are spread out, 
each of the renewal measures in (4.6) allows a Stone decomposition whence (3.7) still 
follows if all the g, are merely bounded and [~- 1-integrable. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose all X (k) are  spread out and let 
Utok)(dr) = u~ok)(r)[o(dr) + Vo~k)(dr) 
be the Stone decomposition f Uto k) for each 1 ~< k ~< p. Hence V0 tk) is a finite measure 
and utok)(t) a bounded continuous function vanishing on the negative half-line and 
---(k)~,(n) convergent to 2k as t~ ~.  Notice that U~o*) = y~n~1(tdo ) . For  x>O we now 
obtain 
u~k)(dr) = Q~)* U~ok)(dr) = (u~0k) * Q~))(r) Eo(dr) + Q~)* Vo~k)(dr) 
w(*) The V~ *), x t> 0, are obviously whence we set u~ ) ~f U~o*), Q~)and V~ *) = Q~*), -o • 
uniformly bounded. If we now plug in the Stone decompositions of 11(*) into (4.1) of ~s k 
Lemma 2, we easily obtain the desired assertion (3.9). [] 
Proof of Theorem 5. Notice first that the P¢.-distribution ofS~ k), given by S Q~) ~k(dX), 
rr(k) 2kE ~ for each equals ~k. Hence the renewal measure of (s(,k))n >1  under Pc. is ,_,¢~ = 
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1 ~< k ~< p. Now we infer 
f . . .  fp~(/~<k> e C <k>) ~(k)(ds<k>) = ~<k>(C<k>) = ~(k)(c) 
for all C e 5 e. Now use (4.1) in Lemma 2 to obtain 
U~.(C x D) = ~ Ps(Br (k) e C (k>) U~)(dr) ~*(ds) 
: ~ ffDfP~(~}k>~C<k>)~<k>(ds<k>)U}')(dr)~k(dSk) 
k=l ,  
U¢, (D) ,~f~-(D) ~ 2, = = ~(k)(C) 
k=l  k=l  A 
2(¢® f~) (C x D) 
which is the desired conclusion. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 6. Note first that (b) and (d) are immediate consequences of (a) and 
(c), respectively, because 2(~®E~-)= U~. by Theorem 5 and E(x(k))~< ~ for 
1 ~< k ~< p is equivalent to P~-I(~*) < ~,  see e.g. Gut (1988). Hence it suffices to give 
proofs for (a), (c) and (e) which are all in the same spirit and based on a suitable 
utilization of a corresponding result for single renewal processes given in Lindvalrs 
(1992) book. We therefore confine ourselves to part (a) of the theorem. 
So let ~ > 0 and ~, ~/be two initial distributions with/~(() < ~ and p~(r/) < Qc,. 
Then 
r r (k )  __ U (k) Ilu~ I, ..... , . It ..... 111 =O(t -a ) .  t--* oC. 
for every 1 ~<k~<p and a>0,  see Lindvall (1992, (6.7) (i) on p. 85). Now use 
II Q1 - Q2 II --- supf ,  lfq .< 1 I 5 f dQ1 - 5 f dQ21 together with Lemma 2 to obtain for 
every C e ¢JP+ and D e ¢J n [0, a] 
I U; (Cx{j}xt  +D) -  U~(Cx{j}xt +D)I 
P 
E u(k )  -- (k) 
k=l  
i..J~ 11t.t +al r/ I tt.,+al 
k=l  iv~k 
~< p2 u;" (k)l.,,.o~_ U~)q, ..... ~ = o( t -% t--* o0, 
which proves (3.10). [] 
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